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Abstract. When reducing the operations costs of a satellite program, planning and scheduling are prime
areas for consideration. In particular, scheduling satellite activities is repetitive, time-consuming, and nontrivial. Automating these tasks can reduce operator staffing requirements and increase th'e utility of the
satellite. Additionally, since the main cost of an automated scheduler is its development, being able to use
the scheduler for different satellite programs would lead to great cost savings. Since there is such variety in
satellite programs, no one scheduler can realistically be used to schedule them all. Automated schedulers
can, however, be developed for "classes" of satellites that share the same fundamental characteristics. This
paper describes a scheduler for a class of spin stabilized science satellites. Using a linear programming model
of the mission, the value gained from the use of the instruments is optimized with respect to a given set
of operational constraints. As a proof of concept, the scheduler is demonstrated in a case study. Finally,
consideration of dynamic rescheduling in response to system failures is provided in an additional set of case
studies.
Acknowledging this, many of the larger programs
have developed and implemented automated schedulers. However, that development is expensive and
The need to reduce the cost of a satellite program has
generally not reusable since the finished scheduler
been steadily intensifying. Not only are the systems
does not adapt easily to other progr~ms. Smaller prothemselves becoming more complicated and therefore
grams on stricter budgets do not have the resources to
more expensive, but the available funding is also bedevelop such aids. It is, however, possible to develop
ing cut back. As a result, satellite programs are bea scheduler that generates optimal or near-optimal
coming more streamlined and efficient. Most of the
schedules for all satellites with the same inherent miswork to date has been in the portions of programs
sion characteristics.
that incur the large, first time only costs: design,
manufacture, and launch of the satellite. However,
Mission Planning and Scheduling
the costs associated with the recurring operations are
a large part of the overall system cost and need to be
This paper defines a "schedule" as a time line of opexamined more closely.
erations to be executed, a "feasible schedule" as a
schedule that does not violate any of the constraints
One of the important operations tasks is the planon the system, and an "optimal schedule" as a feasible
ning and scheduling of satellite activities once the
schedule that, if executed, would generate the highest
satellite is in orbit. Without a schedule, the mission
possible value. "Planning" refers to the entire process
cannot proceed. Moreover, since the schedule deterof creating and executing a schedule. "Scheduling"
mines how efficiently the available resources are used,
refers specifically to the part of the planning process
the quality of the schedule affects the mission value.
focused on creating the schedule.
Since scheduling is not a trivial task, creating a good
schedule, much less the best schedule, can consume
To clarify this distinction, consider the planning sysmuch time and manpower. An efficient automated
tem for a scientific imaging mission. The operations
scheduler can drastically reduce these time and perto be executed are the images (or sets of images),
sonnel costs.
Introduction
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which will be called "experiments." The list of all the
proposed experiments is compiled from the participating scientists. Then, assuming that not all the requested experiments can be executed due to resource
limitations, some subset of them is chosen. Generally
speaking, this is decided by means of a peer review.
For each experiment that is chosen, all the requirements and constraints are detailed in such a manner
that they are intelligible to the scheduler. The scheduler then orders all these experiments on a time line
(schedules them). Before the schedule is uplinked to
the satellite, however, it is checked to insure none of
the constraints have been violated. Finally, once the
schedule has been executed, the resulting data are
downlinked and archived for future use.

Goal

acteristics inherent in the satellite mission and design. A satellite with an earth-orbiting mission will
have very different requirements than one with a sunorbiting mission, as will science, military, and communications satellites. The goal is to group satellites
that share the same mission driving features. Developing a generic scheduler for one class is therefore
much easier than for all possible satellite configurations.
This paper describes a scheduler for the spinstabilized science satellite class. Note that only
scheduling is addressed, not any of the other tasks
involved in planning. Moreover, only payload activities are considered so that the formulation is easier
to understand. The scheduler is then demonstrated
in a case study, and the applications of an automated
scheduler are discussed.

The basic satellite scheduling problem can be stated
as follows: Develop a schedule that, if executed,
The Satellite Scheduling Problem
would allow the satellite to produce the maximum
amount of value while satisfying all of the physical
and operator imposed constraints on the mission, the For a non-pointing satellite, the satellite scheduling
satellite, and the instruments.
problem is to determine which instruments should be
on at each instant in time in order to produce the
These constraints come in many forms. Some are due maximum value without violating any of the specto instrument limitations (for example, an instrument ified constraints. To be able to do so, information
might only be able to be on for a given length of time about the satellite, the instruments onboard, and the
before it overheats). Others are due to resource lim- mission must be detailed.
itations (for example, the amount of power onboard
is generally limited and must be shared by all the in- Inputs
struments). Yet others are due to satellite limitations
(for example, the satellite is not radiation hardened The inputs fall into three distinct categories, each disenough to pass through the South Atlantic Anomaly cussed in more detail below: time line information;
without shutting down). There are also schedule con- data taking mode information; and satellite and instraints such as "the experiment needs to run at dawn strument information.
any day in the month of may," or "whenever the first
experiment is run, the next three need to be run at Time Line In/ormation
exactly 24 ho~r intervals after it." Understanding
all the constraints is a feat in and of itself, much The scheduling horizon (i.e., the length of time for
less generating an optimal schedule that honors all of
which the schedule is active) must be specified. Typthem. Some scheduling method that does not require ically this is a day or a week. In contrast, a long term
a human scheduler to schedule each and every event scheduler may be expected to produce a schedule for
individually is necessary.
a year or longer. In the approach taken here, the
scheduler discretizes the scheduling horizon into time
The ultimate scheduler would be an automated
steps of equal length. The length of each time step
scheduler that could be easily modified for any possi- is also an input. In addition, the start date of the
ble satellite. However, satellites come in many shapes scheduling horizon and the parameters of the sateland sizes, with widely different missions. A com- lite's orbit must be specified.
pletely generic scheduler is in danger of quickly becoming too large to be easily adapted to different misEach time step is characterized by the operating consions. It is, however, possible to categorize satellites dition of the satellite at that time. Typical time step
and create a scheduler that is generic with respect to types include day (when the satellite is in sunlight),
a class of satellites. A class is defined by the char- night (when the satellite is in eclipse), and sleep (when
Birgit Sauer
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the satellite is shut down for safety or other operational reasons). There are many other characterizations of the operating conditions that may be important as well (for example, atmospheric conditions,
such as auroras, or geometric conditions, such as having a clear line of sight to a ground station). Conditions of interest must be predetermined by mission
control. Note, however, that all of these conditions
are functions only of the date and the satellite's orbit, and can be determined well in advance of the
actual event. Therefore, the time line, which is a list
of each time step and its type, can be generated for
input either manually or by a computerized orbital
propagator.

relative value of one time step's worth of data from
each instrument allows the scheduler to compute and
compare the overall value of different schedules. Also
important is the amount of each resource that each
instrument requires, and the total amount of each
resource available.
Decisions

The scheduler makes the decision as to which instruments are on during each time step. Moreover, the
scheduler can also be set up to decide which mode is
active during each time step. This becomes a combinatorial problem which grows as T x M X 2N, where
T is the number of time steps, M is the number of
modes, and N is the number of instruments (see Figure 1).

Data Taking Mode Information
Instruments can operate in different data taking
modes. For instance, a science satellite might have
one mode to measure over a wide spectral range but
only in specific geographic areas and another mode to
measure over a wide geographic range but only over
select spectra. The active mode for each time step
can either be specified by mission control or left to
the scheduler to decide. If no instruments are on, the
satellite is considered to be in sleep mode.

Time step

. '.
T

Mode

M

Instrument A
off

Instrument B

Note that "sleep" is used in two different contexts
here: as a data taking mode and as a time step type.
In both it means that the satellite is shut down, and
all instruments are off. The difference is whether
the condition is commanded by mission command or
scheduled by the scheduler. For example, a sleep time
step may be commanded as input if the physical conditions of the orbit require it (perhaps as the satellite
passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly to avoid
operating in a high radiation environment). Thus,
a sleep time step forces the satellite to be in sleep
mode. If, however, the time step type is other than
sleep and the scheduler deems it optimal for all the
instruments to be off during that time step (perhaps
to conserve resources for a more interesting time in
the future), sleep mode is scheduled.

off

Figure 1: Growth of a combinatorial problem.
Output

The output schedule specifies which instruments, if
any, should be on and which mode the payload is in
during each time step in the scheduling horizon. An
optimizing scheduler will create the schedule that, if
run, will produce as much or more value than any
other schedule while honoring all the constraints. As
a by-product of the scheduling process, the scheduler
also outputs time histories of the resource usages.
An Example

Satellite and Instrument Information

An example is outlined here to demonstrate the
scheduling problem. Assume a spin stabilized science
satellite in low earth orbit, requiring a schedule for
a two-hour scheduling horizon. Each time step is an
hour long, and because of the satellite's orbit both
are of type day.

All the details about the specific satellite and the operating conditions need to be input for each satellite.
Some of this information is used implicitly by mission
command in determining which class the satellite fits
into. In addition, there is information that must be
explicitly stated. This includes the number and types
of all the instruments, along with all the constraints
on when an instrument can or cannot be on. The
Birgit Sauer
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There are two different data taking modes (M1 and
M2). For this example, there is no constraint on the
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data taking modes. Either one could be active for
either time step.
This satellite has four different instruments onboard
(instruments A, B, C, and D). They are all allowed
to be on in either mode, however all the instruments
active in one time step must use the same mode. Furthermore, instruments A, B, and C can only be on
during day conditions while instrument D can only
be on during night conditions.
Each instrument has a value assigned to one time step
of its data (see Table 1). Note that this value does
not change with time or mode. For clarity, one unit
of value will be called one "science point."
Table 1: Relative values of data for one time step
from each instrument in the example (science points).
Instrument
Value

II
I

ABC
4 5 6

in the same mode at the same time, so instrument
B will also be on in mode M2 for both time steps.
After turning on instruments A and B in mode M2 for
both time steps, there is not enough resource left over
to turn instrument C on, so the schedule is finished.
This schedule has a value of 22 science points, which
is less than the optimal value. So the logical approach
does not necessarily produce an optimal schedule.
An optimal solution can be arrived at with some time
and care (see Figure 2). The combined value of all
the data is 26. During the first time step, instruments
Band C are on in mode M2. During the second time
step, instruments A, B, and C are on in mode Ml.
What is rather apparent, however, is that some solution methodology besides intuition, trial and error,
or exhaustive search is needed.

D
14

•

For this example, assume there is only one type of
resource onboard. Each instrument uses an amount
that depends on the instrument and the data taking
mode but not on time (see Table 2). Initially, there
are a total of 20 units onboard.

II

A

I

_

Instrument B

1';!!l~f.!I;1i;!{;,1,llill_

Instrument C

.I!:\i]j,j,rf;:"~l~{!'~~i_

Instrument°ll'> .... ""'",:
Time Step 1 Time Step 2

o

ModeM2
Instrument Off

I
Time

Figure 2: An optimal solution to the example problem.

Table 2: Resource usages of each instrument in each
mode in the example problem.
Instrument
Mode Ml
Mode M2

Instrument A

ModeMl

IB IC I D I

Integer Programm.ing Approach

One approach is to formulate the problem as a mathematical programming problem. The solution proceThe problem is to decide which instruments are on dure can be built upon the wealth of knowledge and
during each time step, and which mode they are on solution methodologies developed in the field of optimization. These methodologies also facilitate tradeIll.
off analyses of the satellite system (e.g., sensitivity
One logical approach is to schedule the highest valued studies).
instrument first, and the the next highest, etc., until
all the resources are used up. Note that care must be Mathematical programming theory is a body of
taken to insure that all the operating conditions are knowledge containing approaches to solving conmet. Instrument D is the most valuable, however, it is strained optimization problems. Among these apa night instrument and cannot be on at all during this proaches is linear programming which can be used to
scheduling horizon. Of the three day instruments, C model the satellite payload scheduling problem quite
has the highest value. It also has the lowest resource naturally. The basic problem can be stated as folusage in mode M2, so one might start by assuming lows: Develop a schedule that produces the maximum
that instrument C will be on in mode M2 during both amount of value while satisfying all of the physical
time steps. The next most valuable instrument is and operator imposed constraints on the mission, the
B. Remember that all the instruments must be on satellite, and the instruments.
Birgit Sauer
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Decision Variables

Or written in condensed form, maximize:

The decision variables represent the choices that can
be made in the course of optimizing the schedule. In
this case, the natural question is whether each instrument is off or on during a given time step. A binary
(written as {O, I}) variable can be defined for each
instrument to signify its state (off or on). Note that
a variable needs to be defined for each instrument in
each time step and for each data taking mode. Because all the variables are binary, this problem falls
into a subset of linear programming called integer
programming. In order to use any of the linear programming theory, the rest of the problem must be
linear with respect to these decision variables.

LLL

Value;nst x Zinst,mode(fime)

(2)

time inst mode

Constraints
Constraints define limits on those decision variables
and represent the physical and operational limitations of the satellite and its mission. Constraints can
be grouped into three main categories: instrument,
resource, and system constraints.

Instru1nent Constraints

In the example above, there are 16 such variables.
They can be denoted by Zinatrument,mode(fimestep).
A similar variable might also be defined for each
mode, to signify whether the mode is active in the
time step.

Instrument constraints are typically specific to the
suite of instruments on a given satellite. Some instruments are light sensitive and cannot be turned on
during the day while others might overheat if they are
left on too long. There can also be constraints on sets
of instruments. For example, two instruments might
Objective Function
interfere with each other and therefore should not be
turned on at the same time. These constraints, whatIn order to determine quantitatively the value of a ever they are for the specific satellite, are expressed
schedule, a metric must be developed. A mission's as linear functions of the decision variables and invalue is the benefit from the mission to the organiza- corporated into the problem formulation.
tion funding it. The problem here, then, is to define
a metric which quantifies that benefit. For instance, In the example above, the only instrument conthe purpose of a science mission is to collect data. straints are the day/night constraints. Instruments
Therefore, a schedule's expected "value" is the value A, B, and C can only be on during the day, while inof the data that would be collected if the schedule strument D can only be on at night. In the formulawere successfully executed.
tion, these constraints would be expressed by setting
the appropriate variables to zero:
The parameters employed in defining such a metric
ZA,Ml(night)
0
are established for each mission individually by miszA,M2(nighf)
=
0
sion command. Each instrument is assigned a number that reflects the value generated by it being on
ZB,Ml (night) = 0
for one time interval relative to the other instruments
onboard. The schedule's value is computed by summing the value of each instrument that is on over the
ZD,Ml(day) = 0
number of intervals it is on for. Note that this metric
(3)
ZD,M2(day) = 0
is not intended to have a global absolute meaning.
Rather, it is intended to be used as a comparison of Or in condensed form, for each time step or mode
instruments and schedules for the same satellite.
when the instrument cannot be on:
For the example above, the relative values of data
from one time step of each instrument (science points)
are given in Table 1. The objective function is to
maximize:
(4ZA,Ml(l)

Zinst,mode(time)

Resources are quantities that are used during a
mission, and resource constraints are limits on the
amount of each resource that is used. These constraints can be further broken down into two types:

+ 5ZB,Ml(l) + 6ZC,Ml(I)+

Birgit Sauer

+ 14zD,M2(1) + 4ZA ,Ml(2) + ...)

(4)

Resource Constraints

14zD,Ml(1) + 4zA,M2(1) + 5zB,M2(1)+
6zc,M2(1)

=0

(1)
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rate limited and volume limited. A rate limited re- The Solution
source is a resource for which there is no limit to the
total amount used over the lifetime of the mission, Once the specific problem has been formulated as an
but for which there is a maximum allowable usage integer program, it can be solved by the standard
rate. An example is CPU, which is a measure of the integer programming solution algorithms. The reader
available computational effort. At any given instant is referred to any operations research text book for
the payload can use at most the maximum amount more details on the solution techniques.
of CPU available, but it can use that amount during
every instant in the schedule.
Spin Stabilized Science Satellites
A volume limited resource is a resource for which
there is a finite supply but for which there is no specified limit on its rate of use. An example is money. It For a spin stabilized satellite without a despun instrucan be spent all at once or gradually. Volume limited ment platform, there is no practical way to only image
resources may be renewable. The quantity is then re- a specific target. The entire satellite is spinning much
plenished at specified intervals. An example is money too quickly for the instruments to be turned on just
doled out in a monthly allowance.
when a target area is in view. Instead, they are left
Resources can be both rate and volume limited, for
example, power. Power can be drawn from the battery at no more than the maximum rate, but there is
also a limit on the total amount of power available in
the batteries.

on for the entire time that the satellite can see the
target area. Data is taken for the entire 360 0 of each
rotation of the satellite, and filtered later to extract
the data on the target area of interest.

Modeling Assumptions

There is only one resource in the simple example It is usually the case that certain assumptions must
above, and it is volume limited. The constraint can be made in order to model an optimization problem
be written as follows:
associated with any real system. Presented here are
the main assumptions along with the definitions of
terms used to model the scheduling problem. Note
3ZA,Ml(l) + 5zA,M2(1) + 4ZB,Ml(I)+
that the entire model is linear in the decision variables
5ZB,M2(1) + 5ZC,Ml(1) + 3ZC,M2(1)+
and all variables are deterministic.
9ZD,Ml(l) + 10ZD,M2(1) + 3ZA,Ml(2) +
... ~ 20
(5) The scheduling horizon is subdivided into discrete
time steps of equal length. Note that this implies
that all instruments must be on for a duration that is
Or in condensed form with RU being the resource an integer multiple of this time step length. For this
formulation, the time step length is bounded from beusage and RA the resource available:
low by the minimum time any instrument is allowed
L L LRUinst,mode X Zinst,mode(time) ~ RA
to be on and from above by the minimum time the
time mode inst
satellite's orbit remains in anyone condition (e.g.,
(6) day or night). A smaller time step produces a higher
System Constraints
resolution schedule.
System constraints are conditions imposed on the
schedule due to the nature of the mission or the design
of the satellite. Note that the conditions that define
the satellite's class are system constraints. Also included in this category are all the other constraints
that are neither resource nor instrument constraints
but must still be explicitly stated in the formulation.
This includes the constraint in the simple example
that all the instruments that are on at the same time
have to be operating in the same mode.

Birgit Sauer

Although all the instruments can function in one of
several different data taking modes, all of the instruments that are on during a given time step are in the
same data taking mode. Furthermore, it is assumed
that mission command knows which modes will be
active during which time steps before the scheduler
starts. Generally speaking, scientists are interested in
one of two scenarios: all of one mode in a solid block
followed by all of the next mode mode in a block;
or smaller blocks of each mode in the proper ratio
interleaved at given intervals.
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The satellite is spin-stabilized with no despun plat- Constants:
form, so all the instruments are rotating too fast to be
• RIr(t) - amount of rate limited resource r availpointed. During the time steps for which the instruable in time step t
ments are scheduled to be on, they remain on continuously and the data is filtered later to only include
• RTr - amount of volume limited resource r availthat for the target areas. The decision variables in
able in one renewal period
question therefore determine whether an instrument
is on during a specific time step.
• RCr - renewal period of resource r
Any resource that is both rate and volume limited
can be modeled as two separate resources without
any loss of generality. The total amount of a rate
limited resource may vary with time step type (e.g.,
there might be less power available during the night
than during the day) but does not vary with mode.
The amount of a rate limited resource used by each
instrument per time step varies by both mode and
step type.

• Rimr amount of resource r used by instrument
i in mode m

• Vi - value of instrument i being on for one time
step
• 8 - a small, positive number

• Ym(t)
The total amount of volume limited resource available
does not vary with either time or mode. The amount
of a volume limited resource used by an instrument
can vary by mode. Renewal intervals are assumed to Decision Variables:
be constant and independent of both time and mode.
Resources are assumed to regain their full original
value at the end of every renewal interval.
The value of the data generated by an instrument in
one time step is assumed to be dependent on only the
instrument type, not mode or time step type. Also,
no attempt was made to try and schedule instruments
to be on during consecutive time steps in this model.

if mode m is active
during time step t
otherwise

if instrument i is on
during time step t
otherwise

Although Ym has the same {O,l} form as the decision
variables, it is in fact an input. Note that it is possible
to extend this formulation such that the mode time
line is not known a priori.

Mathematical Programming Formulation
The formulation consists of the decision variables, the
objective function and the constraints written as linear functions of the decision variables. Note that
this formulation assumes a deterministic model of the
satellite and instruments.

Obj ective Function

maximize

L L Vi x Xi(t)

(7)

Notation
The goal of the scheduler is to find the schedule with
the highest value. So the objective is to maximize
• time step: t E (1, T) where T is the total number the sum of the values of all the instruments that are
on during the entire schedule. Any instrument not
of time steps
on during time step t will have Xi(t) = 0 and will
• mode: mE (1, M) where M is the total number therefore not contribute to the schedule value.
of modes
• instrument: i E (1, J) where I is' the total num- Constraints
ber of instruments
The types of constraints are written below. Each of
• resource: r E (1, R) where R is the total number them is valid for a subset of indices. This will become
of resources
clear in the discussion that follows.

Indices:

Birgit Sauer
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constraint and is applicable for all volume limited resources. For every volume limited resource, r, the
total usage in one renewal period cannot exceed the
total available. Note that a volume limited resource is
not necessarily renewable, in which case the renewal
period is the entire scheduling horizon, and that not
all r are necessarily volume limited.

(8)
(9)
(10)

Implementation Issues

(11)
This approach depends on the mission scientist intelligently deciding when the satellite should be in each
mode, and to do so with a feel for how the resource usages will be affected. If this is not done intelligently,
the results can be unfortunate, as in the following
example. Assume a two mode situation where mode
a requires more resource than mode b. Furthermore,
assume one of the resources is limited such that the
instruments can only be on during half the time steps
and consider only one renewal intervaL Then if the
scientist specifies mode a half the time and mode b
the other half, the scheduler will automatically turn
on all the instruments during the mode b time steps
and only a few mode a time steps. So the potential is
that no instrument will ever be run in mode a despite
what the scientist specified.

Xi(t) are {O,l} variables
The variables Xi are forced to be zero by Constraint (8) when an instrument (i) cannot be on during a certain time (t). For instance, turning a visible
frequency instrument designed for night use only on
during the day would overload the photo-receptors,
so that instrument is constrained to be off during all
time steps for which the satellite is in daylight. Also
remember that when a sleep time step is specified,
all the instruments are off by definition. This means
that all Xi are zero for that time step.
Constraint (9) accounts for the fact that if there are
several instruments of the same kind onboard, they
should all be run for equal amounts of time (so one instrument is not overused while the others stay idle}.
Therefore, for all pairs of like instruments i and i ,
the total time each instrument is on should be nearly
equal (the allowable difference is characterized by the
small value 0). Note that the constraint cannot just
be written as Et Xi(t)
Et xi(t). If, for instance,
there are two like instruments and an uneven number of time steps, satisfying this constraint becomes
impossible. So the difference between the number of
time steps each is on must be less than some integer
01, where 61 is at least the number of like instruments modulo the number of time steps. The larger
the value, the looser the constraint, the easier it is to
solve the problem. The absolute value allows for the
fact that there is no preference as to which instrument, i or i, is used slightly more often.

One way to guard against this is to specify that the
mode changes only occur at the renewal time for the
limiting resource. This is actually a reasonable assumption if changing the data taking mode of an
instrument requires that it be turned off and then
back on again. In this case, the power off/on cycle
takes some amount of time and resources by itself,
and the number of such cycles should be minimized.
Note that a limit to the number of such cycles could
be added to the basic formulation as well if it were
deemed necessary.

=

The next section demonstrates this formulation for
the TERRIERS satellite.
Case Study: TERRIERS

Constraint (10) is the rate limited resource usage constraint and is applicable for all rate limited resources.
For every rate limited resource, r) the total usage in
one time step cannot exceed the total available for
the given time step type. The total usage is the sum
of the amounts used by all the instruments that are
on (in the mode that is active). Note that not all r
are necessarily rate limited.

is the acronym for Boston University's Tomographic Experiment using Radiative
Recombinative Ionospheric EUV and Radio Sources
satellite. The mission is to measure photo-emissions
from the earth's atmosphere, creating a 3-D map
of the ionosphere and thermosphere. TERRIERS is
scheduled to launch in the fall of 1997 on a Pegasus
launcher. The entire satellite weighs about 270 lbs
Constraint (11) is the volume limited resource usage and uses an average of 16 W of power generated by
Birgit Sauer
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a solar array and four batteries. The satellite spins
at 10 rpm in a cartwheel formation (its spin axis is
perpendicular to its orbital plane) in a 550 km sun
synchronous 97° inclined orbit.

The satellite has a nominal one year life span of activity to be scheduled in week long increments. Under the current operations concept, the instrument
scheduling will be done manually. Since not all the
instruments can be active all the time due to power
There are five spectrometers, two photometers and limitations, they are put on a 50% duty cycle. The
a radio beacon onboard. Four of the spectrometers resulting default schedule is for all the instruments to
and the photometers are light sensitive instruments be on for one orbit and off for the next.
designed for use solely at night. The fifth spectrometer is meant to be used only during the day. There The Model
is also an instrument to measure background photoemissions from the sun (Gas Ionization Solar Spectral The TERRIERS satellite was still undergoing design reMOniter, GISSMO) onboard, and a possible experi- vision during the time this research was done. Therefore, the satellite modeled here is based on, but is not
ment designed and built by a high school team.
identical to, the TERRIERS satellite. Any TERRIERS
The instruments can operate in five data taking information that was available at the time has been
modes: debug, synoptic, spectral, tomographic, and used and reasonable estimates have' been made for
sleep. Debug and synoptic modes are diagnostic the unknown quantities.
modes designed to be used for calibration and trouble
shooting. When in spectral mode, the instruments The satellite has a scheduling horizon of a week, bromeasure data in 256 color channels and 4 position ken down into discrete 15 minute time steps. Several
bins. In tomographic mode, they measure data in 20 runs were made with 5 minute time steps to examine
color channels and 120 position bins. Sleep mode is the effect of a finer time step on the scheduler. This
the safety shut down mode.
length of this step represents the minimum amount of
time an instrument can be on plus the time it takes
The design of the satellite bus specifies that, at any to turn the instruments on or off. Since any change
given time, all of the active instruments must be in in the active instruments or modes requires the entire
the same data taking mode. The satellite design also payload to cycle off and on, and since this is a deterrequires that whenever an instrument is turned on ministic model, the time of the power cycle and the
or off, or the mode is changed, all instruments are resultant small loss of data taking time are assumed
powered down and then back up again. For a week to be constant for every time step and are ignored.
long scheduling horizon, the scientists have indicated
a desire for six days in tomographic mode and one Each orbit is 95,65 minutes long, with approximately
day in spectral mode.
66% of that in day (sunlight) and 33% in night
(eclipse) conditions. The amount of eclipse time and
All communication with the ground is accomplished when it occurs in the orbit each vary with the time
by contact with a single ground station for an average of year due to the earth',s axial tilt. In addition, since
of 10 minutes every 12 hours. Since this contact is some of the instruments can be on only during the
infrequent, there are certain automatic safety features day and some only during the night, there should be
onboard. The satellite automatically checks that the a few minutes of sleep mode between each day/night
photon count rate, voltage, current, temperature, and transition as a safety margin. However, for the purpressure are all within allowable limits and verifies poses of demonstrating the scheduler, the scheduling
whether it is in night or day sunlight conditions. If a horizon is approximated by one 90-minute long orbit
limit on an instrument is reached, the instrument is (made up of 60 minutes of day followed by 30 minutes
considered to have "red lined" and is put into sleep of night) repeated for a week.
mode (the instrument is turned off). If two or more
instruments red line, the entire satellite is put into Only spectral, tomographic, and sleep modes are
sleep mode (the entire payload is turned off). The scheduled on a regular basis since debug and synopinformation that sleep mode was forced is downlinked tic modes are used for debugging in the event of an
on the next contact, along with the usual health and anomaly. Remember that in order to keep the proper
status data. The satellite (or the instrument) cannot mode ratio in the final schedule, the modes must be
be turned on again, despite what the schedule might scheduled in blocks of time corresponding to the respecify, until an override command is issued from the newal interval of the limiting resource. In this case,
ground.
power is the limiting resource and it renews every two
Birgit Sauer
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orbits. This problem uses a cycle of six two-orbit periods of tomographic mode followed by one two-orbit
period of spectral mode and no pre-set sleep mode.
Only the five spectrometers and two photometers are
modeled. GISSMO and the radio beacon both have
additional individual constraints that were not clearly
defined at the time this model was developed. In
addition, the high school experiment is still in the
design phase and no parameters are known yet.
Two instrument constraints are modeled. First, the
day /night operating constraints must be honored.
Second, the four night spectrometers are considered
as four instances of the same instrument and as such
are subject to the equal usage constraint (as are the
two photometers).
Table 3 shows the relative value associated with each
instrument, given in science points. Multiple instances of the same instrument are assumed to have
the same value. Note that the instrument value does
not depend on the data taking mode or time step.

change characteristics, the total power available can
be changed in the formulation. The nominal power
requirements are shown in Table 4 and are independent of the data taking mode.
All data taken is stored in memory (RAM), so memory is the data storage resource. Assuming that data
can always be recorded as fast as it can be taken,
volume limited memory is the only potentially active
memory resource constraint. The renewal interval
is the time from one contact to the next. It is approximately 12 hours, but will actually change with
the relative geometries of the ground station and the
satellite (as will the length of the contact period).
The worst case scenario of 12 hours is used as the
renewal interval. Again, exact memory usages are
not available and estimated values are used, but it
is assumed that there is enough memory for all the
instruments to be run continuously for one contact
interval, and that all the data can be downlinked
during one contact period (i.e., memory is renewed
entirely at the start of each renewal interval). It is
also assumed that memory usage changes with mode,
so different estimated values are picked for each mode
(see Table 4).

Table 3: Relative values (in science points) of each
instrument in the TERRIERS problem.

Although the satellite was designed with enough CPU
capacity so that computing power should never be
I Instrument
II Value (Science Pts.) I
a limiting resource, this cannot be verified until the
Night Spectrometer
satellite
is on orbit (or at least in hardware-in-the7
I
Photometer
loop
simulation
tests). Therefore, the scheduler was
5
,
Day Spectrometer
designed with a rate limited CPU resource place4
holder. It is not, however, a limiting constraint (Table 4 shows the values used). Note that a volume
The relevant resources were deemed to be power, limited CPU resource makes no physical sense and
memory, and CPU. As there is a limit on both the was not considered.
rate that power can be used and the total amount
available, power is considered to be two separate Results
resources: rate limited power and volume limited
power. There is little information available about the For the problem described above, schedules for varinstrument usages of rate limited power, so estimated ious scheduling horizons were generated using the
values are used. It is assumed that there is nominally commercial solver CPLEX running on a Sparc20 (usenough rate limited power that all the allowable in- ing Solaris 2.5). A 15 minute time step is used. The
durations are: 2 orbits (3 hours); 1 contact interstruments could be on during one time step.
val (12 hours); 1 day (24 hours); and 1 week (168
The total amount available and the instruments' us- hours). Table 5 shows the results. Active time steps
ages of volume limited power are derived from the denotes the number of time steps during which the
power budget of September 1996 1 • It is assumed that payload was not in sleep mode. The total number of
volume limited power is fully renewed at the begin- time steps in the scheduling horizon is also shown.
ning of every other orbit and that the usage does Schedule value is the number of science points the
not depend on the battery history. While this is instruments would generate if the schedule were run.
only an estimate, the full battery model used by the Also shown is the maximum number of science points
TERRIERS designers indicates that it is a valid first that could be generated if there were no resource conorder assumption 1 . As the batteries get older and straints (all instrument constraints are still honored).
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Table 4: The total available amount of each resource and the usages for each instrument for each resource in
the TERRIERS problem. All instances of multiple instruments are assumed to have the same nominal power
usages. If the usages differ with mode, the spectral mode usages are in parentheses.

I Resource
Rate Limited
Power (W)
I CPU (sees)
!

Volume Limited
Power (W)
I Memory (Mb)

Total
Available
48

Night
Spectrometer
8

Photometer
8

Day
Spectrometer
8

48

8

8

8

8.10

0.396

0.0747

0.600

960

8 (6)

8 (6)

8 (6)

Scheduling time is the CPU time required to solve the
integer program.

a minute of real time. This section includes a discussion of how generic the scheduler is, and presents
some uses for an automated scheduler.

The problem is solved quite quickly: in under 3 seconds. Note that these times are for relative comparison only. No optimization was done on the code.
Given the way the modes are specified in two orbit
periods, the schedule repeats every two orbits. The
only difference is which mode the instruments are in.
The schedule (see Figure 3) specifies that all night instruments be on during all night time steps and the
day instruments be on for one day time step every orbit (one time step of data from the day spectrometer
is worth less and costs more than the same amount of
data from one of the night instruments, so it is only
scheduled if there are extra resources after scheduling
all the night instruments).

Mission Scheduling
The most basic use for a scheduler is to schedule baseline satellite missions. The main difficulty is that if
the mission is at all complicated, perhaps with several
instruments, experiments, satellites, time step types,
and data taking modes, the number of possible schedules increases exponentially. A human scheduler can
have trouble creating a feasible schedule, much less
an optimal one. This scheduler has been developed
to perform that job quickly and efficiently.

Figure 4 shows part of the default schedule for comparison. This schedule assumes a 50% duty cycle
on all instruments, making it very easy to schedule.
When all the instruments are only allowed to be on
half the time, there are enough resources so that all
the instruments can be on all the times allowed. However, it is a much less efficient schedule. It has a
value of 92 science points, only 59% of the value of
the schedule generated by the scheduler.

By developing good schedules quickly, the automated
scheduler saves the manpower and the science data
that would be lost with a less efficient schedule. The
cost of the scheduler is its development and implementation for a specific mission. If the development
and implementation costs are too great, they will
overshadow any savings in scheduling. One way to
cut these costs to to develop generic schedulers that
can be easily adapted to any mission. This way the
development cost is a one time only cost and the implementation cost is kept to a minimum.

As stated in the introduction, the development of
a generic scheduler that can automatically create a
schedule for any conceivable satellite is beyond the
scope of this research. Instead, it is noted that schedThe goal was to develop a scheduler that runs quickly ulers can be developed for "classes" of satellites that
and is generic enough to be easily used with different share many of the same characteristics. That way the
satellites. The scheduler does run fairly quickly. Nat- scheduler can take advantage of the inherent strucurally the run time is dependent on the time step size ture of the satellite mission and design. The difficulty
and time horizon, but the TERRIERS scheduler gen- of modifying the scheduler to adapt to any other class
erally finds the optimal schedule for a week in under
Uses for an Automated Scheduler
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Table 5: Statistics on scheduling the TERRIERS problem for varying durations
Duration

Time
(hrs)

Time Steps
active/total

2 orbits
1 contact
1 day
1 week

3
12
24
168

5/12
20/48
40/96
280/672

night

night

Orbit 2
day

day

day

Schedule Value
(science points)
actual/max
156/184
624/736
1248/1476
8736/10304

day

night

Scheduling
Time (sec)
0.04
0.08
0.16
2.21

night

Orbit 3
day

day

day

Night Spectrometer A
Night Spectrometer B
Night Spectrometer C

-

Night Spectrometer D

~:~r\fi.l~·_~~~1

Day Spectrometer
Photometer A
Photometer B

75

90

lOS

120

135

150

Time (minutes)

165

180

CJ

195

210

225

Tomographic mode
Spectral mode
Instrument off

Figure 3: Illustrative segment of the resultant week long TERRIERS schedule.
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night

night

Orbit 2
day

day

day

day

night

night

Orbit 3
day

day

75

90

105

120

135

150

165

180

195

210

day

Night Spectrometer A
Night Spectrometer B
Night Spectrometer C
Night Spectrometer D
Day Spectrometer
Photometer A
Photometer B

Time (minutes)

D

225

Tomographic mode
Spectral mode
Instrument off

Figure 4: Illustrative segment of the default week long
the instruments.

TERRIERS

schedule assuming a 50% duty cycle on all

is directly related to how different the classes are. In
its current form, the scheduler might not be applicable to a military surveillance or deep space comet
tracking missions. Missions of this type require targeting a certain area or object in preference to any
other point.

missions, is extremely useful. However, in missions
where the time line or instrument constraints are constant from one scheduling horizon to the next, the
scheduler is only used once. The real benefit from
an automated scheduler is seen in situations where
rescheduling is necessary.

Adapting the scheduler to another satellite of the
same class, however, is fairly easy. The number of instruments, modes, and time step types might change,
along with the constraints, but the formulation itself
does not change. With a well designed user interface,
the scheduler can be set up for a different satellite in
a matter of hours.

Rescheduling is often required as a result of stochastic
events in the environment. The nominal schedule is
defined as the optimal schedule assuming that events
proceed exactly according to plan, which rarely happens. For instance, although each orbit has been
modeled as a constant ratio of day to night, this ratio
changes during the year as the earth tilts towards and
away from the sun. This not only changes the length
Changes that do not alter the shape of the constraint of time that certain instruments can be on if they are
matrix, but merely alter values in the matrix, are subject to day/night constraints, but also affects the
trivial to implement. These are changes such as an total amount of available power.
increase in an instrument's resource usage, or a decrease in a resource's total availability. These types An unpredicted event, such as an unforeseen data
of alterations can be made in minutes.
taking opportunity, will also change the problem so
that the nominal schedule is far from optimal. An
Rescheduling
instrument which only measures solar flares will only
be scheduled when there is a strong likelihood that
Being able to develop the optimal schedule for a mis- there will be a flare. If there is an unexpected flare
sion quickly and efficiently, especially for complicated up, it would be beneficial to turn the instrument. In
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such cases, rescheduling is, if not necessary, then at
least advisable.

120

~100

·sg 80

Since most unexpected events alter parameters such
as the time line or the total amount of resource available but not the fundamental satellite configuration
or d~sign, rescheduling with the scheduler is easy and,
above all, very quick. Thus, over the entire life of the
satellite, less valuable data will be lost and less manpower will be needed than would be if the rescheduling were done by hand.
Failure Analysis
A failure can be classified as an "unexpected event"
requiring immediate rescheduling. The faster the
new schedule can be generated and implemented, the
lower the amount of valuable data that is lost. Clearly
there will be some reduction in data due to the failure
even if a new optimal schedule is generated, but not
as much as if the original schedule were continued.
Other failure analyses can be done with the scheduler as welL For instance, suppose a failure occurs
and the scientists are told that the satellite can be
brought out of safe mode with a range of percentages
of the original resources. Assume that the higher that
percentage, the more likely a second failure will occur and damage the satellite even further. The scientist must now weigh the probability of incurring further damage against the value gained from the availability of a higher percentage of the resource. With
the scheduler, it is possible to calculate the resultant
value (as a percentage of the value for the nominal
schedule) as a function of different levels of available
resource. Instead of having to guess the value from
the chosen level of post failure resources, the scientist
knows the exact value (assuming no other unexpected
events happen) and, in fact, the schedule for the new
resource level.

....o

60

'" 40

u

0:

.!:! 20
u
en

Figure 5: Schedule value as a function of available
power as generated by the scheduler (both given as a
percentage of nominal).

The scheduler could also be helpful' in the design
phase of the satellite. There are models the designers
can use to estimate the cost and reliability of different design concepts, but no easy way to estimate the
value of a mission. If enough of the inputs can be estimated with reasonable accuracy, the scheduler can
be used to perform parametric studies of the value of
the gathered data versus various parameters on the
satellite. An example might be setting the life span of
the instruments. Generally, the life span of the entire
satellite is set by the mission requirements. However,
if the instruments are not on all the time, their life
span does not need to be as long. With the scheduler,
the designers can figure out how long the life span for
each individual instrument should nominally be.
To demonstrate the scheduler's abilities further, a
sensitivity study of total available volume limited
power on the overall TERRIERS schedule value is
shown here. Note that only the amount of volume
limited power is changing for this analysis. Rate limited power and all the power usages are held constant.

Performing a sensitivity study on discrete points is
straightforward. The user changes the scheduler input to reflect the new power level. The scheduler then
Often not all of the scheduling parameters are known produces the optimal schedule for the new configuexactly before launch. Estimates are available and ration and the associated schedule value. Figure 5
more accurate values will be determined as the satel- shows 'some results for 50% to 160% nominal power.
lite starts its operations. This means that there is a
certain amount of uncertainty to the scheduling prob- If this were a linear program (LP) instead of an intelem. The scheduler, however, can generate schedules ger linear program (IP), these points could be extrapfor all the values that are considered likely so that olated to straight lines. Since increasing the power
the satellite operators have a better understanding of by a fraction of the amount needed to turn an addihow the system is likely to behave. As more accurate tional instrument on will not increase the number of
information becomes available, better schedules can instruments that are on, the graph is actually a step
be generated.
function, not a straight line. This step function can
Sensitivity Analysis and Design Trade-offs
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be generated by studying the underlying structure of
the problem. With the resource usages and totals
used in this problem, volume limited power is always
the only limiting resource (this is also confirmed by
the non-zero slack values for every resource except
power from the scheduling IP). An IP problem can
be created using only volume limited power whose
optimal value will be the optimal schedule value for
the full problem. It is, however, important to note
that this method produces only the schedule value,
not the schedule itself (while power might be the limiting resource most of the time, another resource that
this analysis does not take into account might be important when there is far too much power). The IP
then has the form:

all the night instrument-time steps are activated first
and then the day instrument-time steps if there is any
power left over (see Lemma). At 85.6% power, all the
night instruments and none of the day instruments
are on.

Lemma If 3 two instruments, i and j, with science
value Vi and Vj respectively and resource usage aj and
respectively, and

aj

Vi> Vj

a'' < a'1

then if instrument j is used in any optimal solution,
x*, instrument i will also be used. Specifically, if x; >
o then xi > O.

Objective Function:

maximize (5p + 7n

+ 4d)

Proof The optimal solution is a solution to the problem of the form

Subject to:
0.0747p + 0.396n

+ 0.60d::;

maximize

VI X

toial power

o ::; n ::; 16N
as was shown previously. Assume that x" is an op= 0,
> O. Construct a
timal solution with
new solution, X, that is defined as Xi =
+ 1 and
Xj =
1. Then

x;

x; -

x;

xt

P, n, and d are integers representing the number
of photometer-time steps, night spectrometer-time
steps, and day spectrometer-time steps respectively.
N is the number of renewal periods in the schedule
duration. As there are only four night spectrometers and four night time steps in a two orbit period,
n cannot be greater than 16N. Similarly there are
only two photometers and four time steps in which
they can be active in a two orbit period, so p can- Therefore x is feasible and has a higher science value
not be greater than 8N. Also, there is only one day which contradicts the optimality of x*O.
spectrometer and eight time steps in which it can be
active, so d must be less than 8N.
The Ideal Level of Automation
Figure 6 shows the graph of the maximum amount One purpose of a computerized scheduler is to help
of science that can be generated as a function of the automate scheduling. It makes intuitive sense that
available power. Note that the practical limits are increasing the level of automation decreases the cost
0% power, at which all the instruments are off and and increases the reliability of the system (see Fig160% power at which all the instruments are on for ure 7). The intuition is that, in comparison to autothe entire renewal period. Another interesting item mated systems, human operators are expensive, comto note is the break in the graph at 85.6% power. paratively slow, and prone to mistakes in repetitive
Because the day spectrometer uses more power and tasks. However, as the tasks become more complex
has a lesser value than any of the night instruments, and less repetitive, the cost for a reliable automated
Birgit Sauer
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Figure 6: Schedule value as a function of available power as generated by theory (both given as a percentage
of nominal). The discrete points represent the value of optimal schedules generated for various power levels.
system rises. The open question is, what is the ideal
automation level for a given task? A recent study has
begun to address this issue8 .

Lifccycle Cost

I

While the scheduler currently contains no cost or reliability information, it does provide a metric with
which to compare different levels of automation. The
scheduler can produce the optimum values that can
be gained from the same mission with different levels
of automation. This information, coupled with the
cost and reliability information for each level of automation, can show which level is ideal for the mission. Note that cost could also be included in the
scheduler either as another constraint or in the objective function.

.

Levels of Automation

Level of Automation

There is no single accepted definition of automation,
Figure 7: A presumed curve of life cycle cost versus much less a set of definitions for levels of automation. One definition that applies directly to satellite
the level of automation.
systems was developed by Schwarz8. A completely
automated system is one in which the satellite can
In addition to cost and reliability, there is a third operate on its own, without ground intervention; a
important factor in determining the ideal level of au- system with no automation is one in which the hutomation: mission value. Ultimately, the products man operator takes care of all functions. Naturally,
of a mission (in the science satellite case, the data) there are levels in between these two extremes.
must justify its cost. A mission that produces very
little value for a small cost might still be less cost Regardless of the level of automation, some proceseffective than an expensive mission that produces an sor must perform the scheduling task. There are three
enormous amount of value. As the level of automa- possible processors in a satellite system: a human option can affect the value of a system as well as the erator; the ground station computer; or the satellite
cost and reliability, an objective comparison between onboard computer. It is also possible that the task
scheduling systems could be extremely useful.
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be performed jointly by two processors. The sensible combinations are (1) the satellite computer and
the ground station computer, and (2) the ground station computer and the human operator. Note that in
each case, the processor mentioned second is considered less automated.
The amount that each of the respective processors
contributes to the performance of a task can be used
to define the level of automation. While there are gradations between not automated and fully automated,
they will not be considered here. Instead three discrete levels of automation are defined and analyzed:
"no automation" corresponding to the human processor doing the scheduling; "full ground automation"
corresponding to the ground station computer doing
the scheduling; and "full onboard automation" corresponding to the satellite computer doing the scheduling.

CO'mparing Levels of AutO'mation
The following discussion assumes that the schedule
developed is the optimal schedule, no matter which
processor developed it (i.e., assuming no failures, the
schedule is identical in all three cases). The difference, then, is in the time to reschedule. Furthermore,
the speed of the schedulers is assumed to be as follows. The onboard scheduler can operate in real time
(i.e., scheduling takes a negligible amount of time).
The ground scheduler is not aware of a failure until the next ground contact. Once the contact occurs, however, it can generate the new schedule fast
enough that the schedule can be uplinked during the
same contact period. The human scheduler is also
not aware of the failure until the next ground contact, and is assumed to require the time between two
contacts to generate a new schedule.

Given these assumptions, it is possible to determine
how much science is lost due to a failure for each of
the three levels of automation that are considered.
Remember that "science" is a metric for the amount
and value of the data taken by the instruments. The
onboard scheduler takes a negligible amount of time
to reschedule, so the only science that is lost is due
to the degraded state of the satellite (or it can be assumed that one time step's worth of data is lost). The
ground scheduler can reschedule during the contact
period, so in addition to the science lost due to the
satellite degradation is the science lost between when
the failure happened and the next ground contact.
This is because the optimal schedule has changed due
to the failure but the nominal schedule is still being
used. The human scheduler loses the same science
as the ground scheduler, but also runs the nominal
schedule instead of the new schedule for an additional
contact interval due to longer time to reschedule.
For example, the amount of science lost in a 24 hour
period can be calculated for the TERRIERS satellite
for each of the three different levels of automation.
For the no automation case, the nominal schedule is
optimal for the first 6 hours (the instruments generate 312 science points). Then the failure happens and
the payload goes into sleep mode. After another six
hours, this information is downlinked to the human
scheduler (0 science points). The scheduler examines the data, issues the restart command and generates the new optimal schedule. However, the human
scheduler cannot do this fast enough to uplink it on
the same contact, so it must wait until the next contact, 12 hours later (the payload is still in sleep mode,
so 0 science points are generated). This results in
a total schedule value of 312 science points, or 25%
of the the science points generated by the nominal
schedule. Note that after the next contact, the payload follows the new optimal schedule, generating a
reduced amount of science. However, the scheduler
for each level of automation will continue this way,
so only a 24 hour period was examined.

Since these classes of satellites all involve continuous
global coverage, there will be few unforeseen viewing
opportunities. Thus the majority of the unexpected
events will be failures, which is what this analysis
will focus on. Also note that only certain failures For full ground automation, the scenario is much the
are interesting in this context. Failures that pre- same. The nominal schedule is used for the first six
maturely end the satellite's usefulness also end the hours (312 science points). Then the failure happens
need for scheduling and completely recoverable fail- and the payload goes into sleep mode until the next
ures can utilize the nominal schedule. The interesting contact (6 hours, generating 0 science points). At
failures are those that result in some degradation in that point the scheduler issues the restart command
performance, such as losing one instrument entirely and generates the new optimal schedule. Unlike the
or losing some percentage of the total available power. human scheduler, however, the ground automated
Failures that do not result in any permanent degra- scheduler can do this fast enough to uplink it on the
dation but that take time from which to recover are same contact. So for the next 12 hours, the new optialso included in this analysis.
mal schedule is run (532 science points). This results
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in a total schedule value of 844 science points, or 68% that the scheduler has no information about the cost
of nominal.
or reliability of the overall mission. For a small mission like TERRIERS, it is probably not worth the cost
For full onboard automation, the scenario is slightly and time to develop an onboard scheduler. The sateldifferent. The nominal schedule is still used for the lite does not have a computer onboard that can supfirst 6 hours before the failure occurs (312 science port such a scheduler anyway. Instead the most benpoints), however as soon as the failure happens, the efit would probably be obtained from a full ground
scheduler knows about it. This is the obvious advan- automated scheduler.
tage to a real time, onboard scheduler. The scheduler
can immediately issue the restart command and gen- The main reason the real time scheduler has such
erate the new optimal schedule. There is a possible a large advantage is the long ground contact interloss of one or two time steps worth of science as the val. If something goes wrong, it takes an average of 6
scheduler runs, but this is insignificant for this anal- hours for the ground to find out about it, much less
ysis. This schedule is then run for the next 18 hours do anything about it. For a system like EOS AM-2
(840 science points), resulting in a total schedule of with a ground contact every 100 minutes, the onvalue 1152 science points or 89% of nominal.
board scheduler still has the same advantage but to
a lesser degree.
The same type of calculation was run for several different failures: the power loss described above, a com- An estimate of the total amount of value lost by each
puter problem resulting in a loss of data storage ca- scheduler during the satellite's life (or some other
pability (25% loss of memory), a failure in one of the benchmark time interval) can then be obtained by
night spectrometers (total loss of the one instrument), multiplying each failure by the number of times it is
and a failure in the photon collection mechanism for estimated to happen in the time interval and sumone spectrometer resulting in a need for more power ming over all failures. This gives a satellite designer
(100% more power needed for one spectrometer). Ta- a concrete number for the value gained from each
ble 6 shows the amount of science generated by each scheduler. When this information is coupled with the
cost and reliability of each scheduler, a design trade
scheduler assuming various failures.
can be made as to which system will be most cost
There are also conceivable failures that do not fit this effective.
time line. For instance, when a contact is missed
due to atmospheric problems, it is unreasonable to
Conclusion
assume that the entire payload should go into sleep
mode. Instead, the payload keeps functioning until it
runs out of data storage. Whether it overwrites previous data or not is irrelevant. The important point This paper has formulated and demonstrated an auis that only so much data can be stored at once. For tomated scheduler for the class of spin stabilized sciboth the no automation and full ground automation ence satellites. A similar scheduler can also be decases, the payload keeps functioning on the nominal veloped for other classes of satellites. Because the
schedule until there is no more free memory. So the scheduler can generate an optimal schedule in a matpayload generates 12 hours plus 1.3 orbits of data, ter of seconds, it becomes a very useful tool. Not only
resulting in a schedule worth 704 science points or can it increase the efficiency of the satellite by using
the resources more fully, but it can also serve as a
56% of nominal.
design and analysis tool.
In the full onboard automation case, the payload also
generates the initial 12 hours of science (624 science
Acknowledgments
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scheduler generates a new optimal schedule that uses
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Clearly, the real time, onboard scheduler has a large
advantage over the other two. However, remember
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Table 6: Amount of science generated, given that various failures have occurred (as a percentage of nominal).
Failure
25% Power Loss
25% Memory Loss
1 Night Spectrometer
Fails
1 Night Spectrometer
Needs 100% More Power
1 Contact Missed

No
Automation
25%
25%
25%

Ground
Automation
68%
71%
70%

Onboard
Automation

25%

71%

95%

56'10

56%

84%

89%
95%
92%
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